Severe acute pancreatitis (SAP) is difficult to treat with characteristics of acute onset, serious illness, and high fatality rate. Some studies have demonstrated that gut flora translocation is important in SAP generation and development; and the enteral nutrition treatment can provide nutrient substrate to the body, preventing disorder of cell metabolism, regulating the immunity and maintaining the structure and function of organs and body. But the timing of starting enteral nutrition is still under discussion. Microecopharmaceutics combined with early enteral nutrition (within 48 hours of admission) in the treatment of SAP has rarely been studied.

The aim of this study was to determine the effectiveness of microecopharmaceutics combined with early enteral nutrition in the treatment of SAP compared to delayed enteral nutrition. A total of 26 SAP patients of our hospital from January 2013 to November 2017 were enrolled and all met the requirement of Guidance for the Diagnosis and Treatment of Acute Pancreatitis in China, for SAP which was designed by the Pancreatology Group of Chinese Society of Gastroenterology. Among all enrolled patients, 13 received the microecopharmaceutics combined with early enteral nutrition (within 48 hours of admission) and formed the treatment group, another 13 patients received the delayed enteral nutrition (after 48 hours of admission), and formed the control group. In the control group, the mean age was 26.8 ±5.2 years. Among these, five patients had diabetes mellitus, two patients had acute renal dysfunction and four patients, acute respiratory distress. In the treatment group, the mean age was 33.4 ±5.7 years. Among them, two patients had diabetes, one patient, acute renal dysfunction and three patients, acute respiratory distress. All patients signed the informed consent. There was no statistical difference in demographic characteristics, with comparability (p >0.05). All patients underwent the ultrasonic-guided placement of naso-enteral nutrition tube after admission.

After two weeks of treatment, Ranson score, APACHE II score, hemodiastase recovery time, urinary amylase recovery time, hospitalisation time, TP , CRP and Alb of both groups were compared. Blood and urinary amylase recovery time and hospitalisation time in the treatment group were significantly shorter than those in the control group. The use of microecopharmaceutics combined with early enteral nutrition can effectively protect the intestinal barrier function, which is an effective treatment in patients with SAP.
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significantly shorter than those of the control group (p <0.05, Table II).

Before treatment, APACHE II score in two groups was not statistically significant (p >0.05); after treatment, APACHE II score in the treatment group was lower than that in the control group (p <0.05, Table III).

Severe gastrointestinal paralysis, edema and gastrointestinal dysfunction often occur in the early stage of SAP, and there is no effective and specific treatment. Enterogenous infection plays a leading role in SAP and can influence SAP’s prognosis. SAP can be divided into two stages: (i) In the early stage, trypsin activation induces the release of inflammatory mediators, and leads to serious cascade reaction, thereby causing the systemic inflammatory response syndrome (SIRS) and multiple organ dysfunction (MOD); (ii) Because inflammatory factors and endotoxins may cause hypofunction of intestinal mucosal barrier and gut flora translocation the peri-pancreatic and systemic infection can lead to MOD.2

SAP-induced pancreatic tissue infection and structural change, SIRS and MOD pose threats to patients’ lives. Among the mortality of SAP, 80% is due to secondary infection of pancreas and peri-pancreatic tissue, among which 90% is caused by the gut flora translocation. Some studies have demonstrated that lung is the most common involved non-pancreatic organ in SAP patients. Lung damage is the main factor leading to early death of SAP patients.3

Therefore, protecting intestinal mucosal barrier function and reducing gut flora translocation and mucosal barrier function damage in preventing crucial to SAP progression to MOD and adult respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS). Many SAP patients suffer from long-term negative nitrogen balance and nutritional and metabolic dis-orders, resulting in poor health, malnutrition, decreased immunity and MOD. TNF-α is vital in inflammatory reaction of tissues and can lead to myocardial damage.4 In the acute reaction phase, excessive release of pro-inflammatory mediator (like TNF-α) can directly lead to the histiocyte necrosis, while insufficient secretion of anti-inflammatory cytokine (like IL-10) can induce the SIRS. If timely nutrition and energy are not provided, serious negative nitrogen balance may occur, thereby leading to MOD and death. Therefore, nutrition support in acute phase is important in improving SAP prognosis. Enhanced nutrition support is a vital part of individualised and comprehensive treatment in SAP. Early nutrition support, including enteral nutrition (TPN) support and total parenteral nutrition support, are crucial to SAP treatment. But the long-term TPN support may lead to over-apoptosis of epithelia, intestinal mucosal atrophy, significant decrease of DNA and protein in intestinal mucosal cells, decrease of intestinal secretory IgA and intestinal motility, damage to mucosal barrier functions, increase of intestinal permeability and change of gut flora. Enteral nutrition support can resist the immune stress, protect the barrier function, increase organ and intestinal mucous hemoperfusion and decrease the permeability. Enteral nutrition can significantly decrease the abdominal and respiratory infection caused by gut flora translocation, decrease the SIRS, improve the body’s immunity and promote the recovery from SAP.5 Enteral nutrition support causes little stimulation to pancreas and makes pancreas stagnate, which conforms to the "rest" theory of pancreatitis treatment and is beneficial to recovery of SAP patients. Enteral nutrition support can provide enough energy to SAP patients, adjust the flora balance and gastrointestinal function, decrease intestinal inflammatory reaction, adjust the secretion of intestinal cytokines and decrease the MOD.6

Microecopharmaceutics refers to using the normal flora to correct the microecological disorder, maintain the microecological balance and improve the probiotics.

The timing of starting enteral nutrition is still under discussion and the microecopharmaceutics combined with early enteral nutrition support to treat the SAP is still debatable. On the basis of enteral nutrition, the probiotics are added, to control the over-growth of pathogenic bacteria, promote intestinal micro-environment, maintain the flora balance and protect the intestinal function. Results from this study showed that microecopharmaceutics combined with early enteral nutrition support can significantly increase the TP and Alb, decrease APACHE II score and CRP, as well as shorten the hospitalisation time, urinary amylase recovery time and hemodiastase recovery time. Compared with the delayed enteral nutrition treatment, the difference had statistical significance (p<0.05). Microecopharmaceutics combined with early enteral nutrition support was well
tolerated by patients. Thus, microecopharmaceutics combined with early enteral nutrition support can promote and maintain the flora balance and adjust the production of Alb and TP, reduce the serum CRP, damage to intestinal mucosal barrier function and intestinal inflammatory reaction, so as to improve APACHE II score and shorten the hospitalisation time, urinary amylase recovery time and hemodiastase recovery time, which is beneficial for the recovery of SAP patients.

To conclude, microecopharmaceutics combined with early enteral nutrition support in the treatment of SAP patients can maintain the balance of gut flora, reduce the damage to intestinal mucosal barrier function, increase body immunity and improve enteral nutrition. This treatment is safe and effective in the treatment of SAP patients.
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